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ABSTRACT 

This project deals with the emissions behavior of a Controller Area Network 

(CAN). CAN systems are widely used in automotive applications. Recently, CAN 

systems have expanded their applications to fields like medical, industrial automation and 

even high end home appliances. This paper discussed the important features of using 

CAN systems, one of which is the electromagnetic emissions behavior of the systems, 

especially in automotive applications. The motivation for the research discussed in this 

paper is to gain a better understanding of the effect different signals has on emissions. 

The most widely accepted solution to this problem is using a common mode capacitor on 

the signals. This reduces the variation of the common mode signal, which, in turn, 

reduces the emissions. This signal variation, along with other variations, was evaluated 

in this research. The objectives of this research are to quantify the effect each signal 

variation has on emissions. 

IX 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The number of CAN systems implemented each year has grovm exponentially 

over the last five years. The dominant consumer of CAN systems is the automotive 

industry. Automotive manufacturers are responsible for the creation of CAN systems and 

have been a driving force in the standardization and wide acceptance of CAN systems 

[1]. CAN is a serial bus network of microcontrollers that coimects devices, sensors and 

actuators in a system or sub-system for real-time control applications [2]. CAN networks 

can be used as an embedded communication system for microcontrollers as well as an 

open communication system for intelligent devices [3]. 

Essentially, this project is an investigation of the dominant variables that effect 

electromagnetic field emissions of a CAN system and an attempt to quantify and 

categorize the effect of each variation, either individually or in combination, by the order 

of dominance it has on the magnitude of emissions as the variable or variables change. 

The purpose of investigating the emissions behavior of a CAN system is to understand 

how devices should operate in order to pass stringent emission tests conducted by 

automotive manufacturers. The effect of component variation, groimd plane location, the 

number of system nodes and the stub length are investigated. In order to evaluate a wide 

range of variations, some tests are done experimentally to produce a guideline and sample 

data to evaluate and correlate to simulations that test a wide variety of possible signal 

shapes. Additionally, the operating principles for CAN systems are explored. The 



pertinent specifications are explained and their significance pertaining to the research is 

discussed. Also, the fundamental physical properties that pertain to this project are 

described to facilitate a more comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the various 

characteristic elements. 



CHAPTER II 

PRINCIPLE OF CAN SYSTEMS 

2.1 Past, Present and Future of CAN 

The lack of a sophisticated communication protocol in automotive applications 

became a significant problem as the complexity of their electrical systems increased. 

There were many proposed solution in the beginning. Some other fieldbus protocols still 

exist but none are as widely used as CAN systems. The success of CAN systems can be 

tied to a few key events. First, CAN systems were invented and introduced by R. Bosch 

GmbH and Intel [1]. CAN devices made there debut in engine and transmission control 

systems in the early 1990's in high end cars and evolved from there [4]. Of the other 

fieldbus protocols developed, including Profibus FMS, Interbus-S, Bitbus, FIP, LON, P-

NET and EIB, CAN has been the most universally accepted and successful of the 

protocols [1]. The growth of CAN systems received a huge boost when it was 

standardized by international organizations. Once organized, almost all of the major 

semiconductor manufacturers offered CAN chips. When this happened, the cost of CAN 

networks became even cheaper than some less sophisticated protocols [1]. 

In the 1980s, R. Bosch GmbH, in conjimction with Intel, developed the first CAN 

system [1]. In 1986, Bosch introduced the CAN serial bus system at the Society of 

Automotive Engineers (SAE) congress in Detroit [5]. The CAN system was the solution 

to communication problems between automotive differential control systems [4]. It was 

designed as a method to enable robust serial communication [6]. The goal was to make 



automobiles more reliable, safe and fuel-efficient while decreasing wiring harness weight 

and complexity [6]. Cabling in cars can be more than 4000 m in length and weigh more 

than 200 kg [1, 7]. A mediimi-sized car can require more than 600 different types of 

wiring harnesses [7]. Relative to the larger mechanical parts of an automobile, the extra 

weight of wire may seem insignificant, but this is not the case. As cars constantly try to 

become more fuel efficient it is worth noting that for an average well-tuned vehicle an 

extra 50 kg of wire increases fuel consumption by .2 liters for each 100 kilometers 

traveled [7]. Using direct connections rather than a CAN network would surpass the 

physical limitations of available size in an automobile. Additionally, the cost would 

inhibit how quickly the automotive electronic systems advanced. 

CAN was first applied in Mercedes S-class cars in 1992 [1]. It provided a high -

speed network for communication between engine controller, gear box controller, and a 

low-speed network for distributed air conditioning control [1]. BMW, Porsche and 

Jaguar followed a short time later [1]. Presently, CAN systems are utilized in virtually 

every automobile and a wide range of other industrial applications including marine, 

manufacturing, medical and aerospace [8]. Even high-end coffee meikers that are 

available today use CAN networks [9]. The sales figures for CAN related parts alone 

demonstrate how successful CAN networks are. Figure 2.1 is a graph of the CAN sales 

for the last five years. Keep in mind that from the inception of the first device to 1994 a 

total of 9 million CAN components had been sold [1]. 
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CAN systems will become even more vital to the core of automotive electronic 

communications as the systems become more complex. Figure 2.2 is an example of the 

complexity of a present day automobile and illusfrates all of the different elecfronic 

systems. 
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The importance of reducing the cost of electronic networks is becoming a larger 

problem with every technical advancement made. In luxury vehicles, the cost of 

elecfronics can account for more than 23% of the total manufacturing cost [7]. Analyst 

estimate that electronics account for 80% of automotive innovation [7]. In 1977, the 

average cost of elecfronic systems for an automobile was $110 while in 2001 it had 

increased to $1,800 [7]. To illustrate the technological advancements made over the last 

30 years, consider that Apollo 11 used just over 150 Kbytes of onboard memory to go to 

the moon and back, while a present day car CD player may use 3 times that amount of 

memory to keep the music from skipping [7]. 

While the past four decades have witnessed an exponential increase in the 

sophistication of vehicle elecfronic systems, the fiiture shows no signs of slowing down. 

While researchers continue to probe ways to improve automobiles and increase safety; 

the demand for more advanced networks will only increase. Figure 2.3 shows a 

projection of fiiture trends in the automotive industry and its benefits for safety. 

Sophisticated networks like CAN will help make these fiiture projections a reality. 
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2.2 Standardization of CAN 

Another factor that will help a new fieldbus protocol become widely accepted is 

for it to become standardized. Both the International Standardization Organization (ISO) 

and SAE developed standards for the CAN fieldbus protocol. They specified the 

operation and specification for most of the CAN layers. The real boost to worldwide 

acceptance for CAN came when automotive companies gave up their proprietary 

communication protocol solutions and switched to CAN in an effort to increase CAN 

production volume and reduce the price per node [1]. 



In 1992, a group called CAN in Automation (CiA) was formed by over 200 

members from the automotive and semiconductor manufacturing industry as well as other 

industry leaders [1]. The purpose of this group is to further standardize everything 

related to CAN in order to make it inexpensive and effortless to implement for customers. 

The need for further standardization arose from small to medium sized companies who 

needed a completely open system, meaning nothing was proprietary, in order to use CAN 

for their applications [1]. The group was very successful and now CANopen is widely 

used by smaller companies, thus increasing the demand for production. The CiA group 

has continued addressing CAN related questions and is considered a central authority for 

CAN related questions [1]. They are also responsible for organizing common CAN 

presentations and fairs, conferences, workshops and press releases [1]. The first 

universal specification was called CAN specification 2.0 [10]. As the demand rose for 

longer identifier bits and other changes, a second specification was made called CAN 

specification 2.0 Part B [10]. Once the second specification was released, the original 

CAN specification was referred to as Part A. Due to the backwardly compatible nature of 

the CAN specifications, most devices designed for the 2.0 Part B specification can be 

modified to support the Part A specifications [10]. 

A formal classification of automotive applications was created by the SAE 

organization [1]. They divided the CAN applications into four classes based on the 

necessary data rate and the importance of the message. The four categories are listed and 

described in Table 2.1. 



Table 2.1: SAE CAN application classification [1] 

Application Description Data Rate 
Communication in the body electronics 
linking non-intelligent nodes such as switches, 

Class A head lights, tail lights, brake lights, seat 
positioning, mirror positioning, power 
windows and power locks. 
Distributes higher valued information such as 

Class B dashboard information and air conditioning 
control. 
Real time critical information transfer with 
cycle times between 1 and 10 ms. Typical 

Class C applications include communication between 
engine confrol, gear box confrol and stability 
confrol. 
Typically uses larger data blocks. 
Applications include connection of radio 

Class D systems in cars with telephone; GPS based 
navigation and CD players for purposes such 
as downloading information. 

<10 
kBit/s 

In the 
range of 
40 kBits/s. 

Can be as 
high as 
IMBit/s 

Between 1 
MBit/s to 
lOMBit/s. 

The ISO organization classified CAN operations in to two categories, low and 

high speed [1]. Low speed applications are defined by data fransfer rates less than 125 

kBit/s [1]. High speed operation is anything above 125 kBit/s [1]. 

2.3 Features of CAN 

It is important to understand what features of CAN make it so advantageous for so 

many uses. The list below discusses a few of the many aspects of CAN that have lead to 

its wide acceptance. 



Multi-master node hierarchy-This feature protects the system integrity in the 

event of a node failure [1]. If a node fails, the system performance is only slightiy 

degraded [1]. 

• CSMA/CD+CR media access technique-This stands for Carrier Sense, Multiple 

Access/Collision Detection + Collision Resolution [11]. Messages are transferred based 

on priority. A node waits until the bus is idle then starts to transmit data [1]. Priority is 

based on the identifier bit at the start of the frame [1]. If two nodes try to access the bus 

at the same time, the higher priority identifier bits will be dominant and will override the 

lower priority bits that are recessive [1]. This allows the higher priority message to 

transmit the data without delay, once the lower priority node looses access to the bus; it 

stops transmitting and waits until the next available time [1]. This process is considered 

to be nondestructive bit by bit contention on the transmission medium [11]. The process 

of battling for control of the bus is called arbitration and it is critical for proper CAN 

system performance [12]. 

• Event driven communication-If a node produces new information, the node itself 

initiates the transmission of data [1]. This increases the efficiency of the network and is 

inherent in the multi-master feature [1]. 

• Broadcast-When a node gains access to the bus and transmits the data, all of the 

nodes on the bus receive the data [1]. The information that tells a node if it is supposed 

to process the data is written in the framing bits [1]. 

Information source fransmission initiative-Communication is initiated 

autonomously by the node that originates the information [1]. If a node knows how often 

10 



another node needs certain information, it will fransmit that information without being 

asked [1]. This saves critical communication time compared to the request-response 

technique [1]. 

Error detection and correction on message levels-CAN has one of the most 

sophisticated and powerful error handling techniques available in fieldbuses [1]. It is 

based on a 15 bit cycle redundancy check, or CRC, with a Hamming distance of 6 [1]. 

This ensures the detection of any 5 corrupted signal bits per message [1]. 

Error detection capabilities on communication media level-CAN has the ability to 

identify various line failures [1]. These failures include line shorted to ground, VCC, the 

other communication ground and disconnected completely [1]. 

• Fault tolerance-If a node detects itself to be malfunctioning, the node 

automatically withdraws from any fiirther communication in the network [1]. 

• System-wide consistent message transfer-If a node detects an error in a message, 

it will signal an error message to the other nodes and all the nodes will discard that 

message [1]. This results in system wide message consistency [1]. This means either all 

nodes receive the message or all nodes discard the message [1]. This feature is critical 

for distributed control systems because it assures no node will operate on different data 

based on the same variable [1]. A distributed control system can be described as a 

system where the processor capacity is distributed among all nodes in a system [11]. 

11 



2.4 Layered Structure of CAN 

An efficient approach to achieve proper interoperability in distributed systems of 

high complexity is to apply standard layers onto which the application itself is built and 

to specify standard layers as high as possible while minimizing the individual application 

parts [13]. CAN systems operate based on the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model. 

This model is widely used to describe the functionality of complex communication 

systems on the basis of hierarchically layered approach and is shown in Figure 2.4 [1]. 

All layers provide their services to upper layers and use services of the lower levels [13]. 

The final user of the highest level for CAN implementation would be the configuration 

management or an operating system [13]. This project is concerned mainly with the 

actual fransmission of data, or the bottom layer of the OSI model. All fiiture discussions 

of CAN systems will be confined to this layer only. 

12 



The Layered ISO 11898 Standard Arctiitecture 

SPECIFICATION OSI-LAYER IMPLEMENTATION 

User 
Specified 

Scope of 

IS011898 

APPUCATION 
LAYER 

DATA LINK 
LAYER 

PHYSICAL 
LAYER 

Logical Link Control 

Medium Access Control 

Physical Signalling 

Physical Medium Mtachment 

Medium DeperKlent Internee 

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM 

Microcontroller 

CAN-Controller 

CAN-Transoeiver 

Figure 2.4: Layered Stiiictiire of CAN [14] 

2.5 The CAN Transceiver 

Since the primary concern of this project deals with the CAN physical layer, it is 

important to xmderstand what the necessary components are and what purpose they serve. 

A typical system cormection to the bus is shown in Figure 2.5. 

13 
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Figure 2.5: Typical CAN application [15] 

2.5.1 Operating in a Harsh Environment 

In order to have successfiil communication, information must travel from one 

controller to the other. While this may seem trivial, it is entirely the opposite. The 

controller is responsible for communication with the sensor, actuator or whatever control 

equipment it is connected to. It also has to process and transmit data. It could be said 

that the controller is the brains of the node. The controller transmits the data with 

relatively low driver current and using TTL voltages. The transceiver takes that 

information and broadcast it on the bus. Additionally, the transceiver receives 

information from the bus and fransmits it to the controller with either single ended or 

14 



differential TTL voltages. This may seem redundant but it is absolutely necessary. The 

transceiver is a robust part that is relatively simple. Its main purpose is to be a 

differential driver, receiver and acts as a buffer between the bus line and the confroller. 

The bus is usually in an electrically harsh environment. It is susceptible to large voltage 

spikes, groimd offsets and elecfrostatic discharge (ESD). The fransceiver must be 

immune to these adverse conditions. 

2.5.2 Ground Offsets 

CAN systems in automotive applications have to be able to deal with ground 

offsets between the various nodes [16]. Because of the location of certain nodes within 

automobiles, it is impossible for them to be grounded on the same chassis or ground 

plane. Effects of this problem include intermittent reboots, lockups, bad data fransfer or 

physical damage to the receiver [8]. With different grounds, it is possible that different 

nodes will read different single-ended bus voltages on the bus lines according to their 

own ground while the differential voltage remains unaffected. The ISOl 1898 standard 

requires a common mode range from -2V to 7V [16]. The common mode range of the 

differential receiver is known as the allowable single-ended voltage range. The 

transceiver should operate properly with common mode offsets as long as the differential 

voltage passes the threshold voltage so that the transceiver can distinguish between the 

dominant and recessive states. 

15 



2.5.3 ESD Protection 

Another important aspect of the harsh environment is ESD. Typically, the high 

ESD rating for the fransceivers is supplemented by single line to ground diodes. It is 

recommended to use dual monolithic avalanche diodes rated for a 27V breakdown 

voltage [17]. The schematic of a typical interface is shown in Figure 2.6. 

Vcc 

X̂ CANH 

Terminating 
Transceiver 

^^ CANL 

GND 

Figure 2.6: Recommended external circuitry [17] 

2.5.4 Terminating Resistors 

The fact that this is considered a terminating electronic control imit (ECU) means 

that it has two load resistors at the end. The nominal resistance is typically in the range 

of 60 Q [18]. The total termination resistance should match the line impedance in order 

16 



to minimize fransmission line reflection effects. It is recommended to use 62 Q ± 1% 

250 mW resistors [17]. The two resistors should come as close as possible to matching in 

value. The reason for the split resistors is to make a common mode point. The common 

mode voltage is thought to be the source of the majority of emissions and will need to be 

measured. 

2.5.5 Line to Ground Capacitors 

Matching capacitors at the CANH and CANL output to ground (C2 and C3) are 

frequently used to enhance immunity against electromagnetic interference [16]. Along 

with the impedance of corresponding noise sources, the C2 and C3 capacitors form a RC 

low-pass filter [16]. The capacitor value should be as large as possible in or to achieve a 

low comer frequency for immunity [16]. However, the overall capacitive load and the 

output stage impedance establish a second RC low-pass filter that inhibits the data signal 

[16]. The capacitor values chosen are a compromise between high immunity and fast 

data rates. Typically, the values chosen put the comer frequency of the RC filter well 

above the data transmission frequency [16]. This limit for the capacitor value depends on 

the number of nodes and the data transmission frequency [16]. Each additional node 

changes the output stage impedance and the capacitor values must change accordingly 

[16]. Considering a 20Q impedance for the output stage of the transceiver and a bus 

system of 10 nodes at 500 kBit/s, the capacitor value should not exceed 470 pF [16]. 

17 



2.5.6 Bvpass Capacitor 

Typically, a bypass capacitor is used for buffering the recommended supply 

vohage [16]. A well-dimensioned bypass capacitor also avoids high current peaks 

flowing into ground leads, thus establishing a "quite" signal ground for the transceiver 

[16]. 

During the bit transition from recessive to dominant extra supply current is 

required to drive the bus. It can be calculated to 

A l e c = IcC_dom - IcC_rec E q . 2 .1 

where Icc_dom denotes the supply current in the dominant state and Icc_rec the supply 

current in recessive state [16]. Due to limited regulation speed of voltage regulators, a 

bypass capacitor is required to keep the supply voltage, Vcc, constant [16]. Otherwise, 

Vcc might leave its specified range (5V±5%) or at least show some oscillations due to the 

regulation behavior of the voltage regulator [16]. These oscillations are highly 

undesirable because they increase electromagnetic emissions. Considering normal 

operation, a capacitor of at least 100 nF should be sufficient and should be placed as 

close to the Vcc and GND pins as possible [16]. 

Theoretically, the sharper the variations of the common mode signal, the higher 

the electromagnetic emissions. A common mode capacitor, such as C4, would help 

regulate how fast and high the common mode variations are. However, these capacitors 

will directly effect how fast the data rate can operate, once again, causing a compromise 

between the data transmission rate and the common mode signal variation. This topic 

will be the subject of a later discussion. 
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2.5.7 Optional Features 

Depending on the systems configuration, there are a few optional features that can 

be exploited. The basic operation of sending data in and out of the transceiver will 

remain constant for all devices. The shape the signal being transmitted can be adjusted 

by using the slope confrol feature. The slope control slows down the rise and fall tune of 

the output signals proportional to the change in current caused by the addition of the 

extemal slope resistor. This topic will be discussed thoroughly later. It is also possible to 

drive the common mode voltage to Vcc/2 with a reference voltage in an attempt to keep 

the common mode voltage a constant during the recessive state. Since the CAN 

fransceiver chips operate in an automobile, it is important to consider the power 

consumption. While not a major concem during vehicle operation, when the automobile 

is tumed off, some devices still consume power. This feature led to the development of a 

sleep state [16]. The fransceiver can be virtually tumed off and will draw negligible 

amounts of current. When it is time to operate again, a wake-up signal is sent to the 

transceiver and it resumes normal operation or it can sense any bus activity. There is a 

small delay while the transfer layer waits for the system's oscillator to stabilize and then 

it has to synchronize itself to the bus activity [18]. Figure 2.7 shows a functional logic 

diagram of the transceiver. The device has 8 pins [15]. The D pin is the TTL voltage 

leveled input to the transceiver from the CAN confroller [15]. This signal is broadcast to 

the bus by the CANH and CANL output pins [15]. Vcc is the supply voltage pin [15]. 
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The R pin is the output of the receiver that goes to the CAN confroller [15]. The Rs pin 

is the slope confrol pin [15]. 

Vref 

CANH 
CANL 

Figure 2.7: Pin layout of CAN fransceiver [15] 

2.6 The CAN Signals 

As discussed before, the CAN signals are differential. A differential signal means 

that one signal has a complementary signal that is equal but opposite in magnitude. One 

advantage of using differential signals is that the system can operate without a groimd. 

Since the differential voltage is referenced to the difference of the two signals, it can 

distinguish the signal regardless of a ground reference. Also, timing is much more 

precisely defined because it is easier to mamtam the crossover point on a signal pair than 

it is to confrol an absolute voltage [19]. Since the timing of signal crossover can be 

confroUed better and there is no other reference besides the signals themselves, 

differential circuits can normally operate at higher speeds than comparable single-ended 

circuits [19]. Differential circuits respond to the difference between the two signals so 
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the voltage difference is typically twice that of a single-ended signal and has a higher 

corresponding signal-to-noise ratio [19]. The obvious disadvantage to using differential 

signals is that they twice the number of pins, wires and traces compared to a single end 

signal. Even though differential signals can have a reduction is signal amplitude, the 

single ended version of the same signal will typically consume less power. 

The CAN system transmits two signals, CANH and CANL. Figure 2.8 shows a 

graph of the two signals with the typical differential and individual line to ground 

voltages. Also, it shows the voltage ranges for dominant and recessive states according 

to tiie ISO 11898 standard. When CANH is high, CANL goes low and this state is 

referred to as the dominant state. When both voltages are around 2.5V, this is considered 

the recessive state. 

Single Ended 
Bus Voltage 

3.5V 

2.5V 

1.5V 

Differential 
Bus Voltage 

5.CiV 

o.gv _ 

0.5V 

-1.0V . 

CANH 

CANL 

/ 

DifTerenlial input 
^ voltage range for 

domrnart state 

} 
Differential rnput 
voltage range for 
recessive state 

tine 
Recessive Dominant Recessive 

Figure 2.8: CANH and CANL signals [31] 
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If die signals line up directly with each other, then there is a constant DC common 

mode voltage which produces a static electric field. However, in practice, this result is 

virtually unobtainable. Process variations in the production of the transceivers alone 

would make creating two perfectly opposite signals next to impossible. So assuming the 

transceivers will operate in non-ideal conditions, it is important to investigate what the 

possible variations are and how significantly they wall change the emissions of the 

system. The best way to evaluate this problem is to first identify the parts of the signal. 

The figure below identifies the signal components. The delay, or To, is the time it takes 

for one signal to start its transition after the other signal started its fransition. The rise 

time, or tr, refers to the time it takes for the signal to go from 10% to 90% from a low 

state to a high state. The fall time, tf, is the time it takes the signal to go from 90% to 

10% from a high state to a low state. These variables are demonstrated in Figure 2.9. 

The possible variations of tr, tf and To are listed in Table 2.2 and are derived from the 

device manufactures specifications. All of these tests will be simulated. 

Table 2.1: Variable parameters [20] 

Parameter 

tr (ns) 

tf (ns) 

At = tr ± tf 
(ns) 

TD (ns) 

Min. 

5 

5 

Max. 

105 

105 

Step 

5 

5 

0 , 1 , 5 , 10,20 

0 , 1 , 5 , 1 0 , 2 0 
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Figure 2.9: CANH and CANL signals 
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CHAPTER 111 

PRINCIPLES OF FOURIER THEORIES 

3.1 The Fourier Series 

The Fourier series of a periodic function is a representation that resolves the 

signal into a DC component and an AC component comprised of an infinite series of 

harmonic sinusoids [21]. The ability to represent a complex signal using sinusoids of 

varying frequency and amplitude make complicated antenna analysis possible. Typically, 

antenna equations require that the source be sinusoidal. Without the Fourier series, this 

analysis would not be possible for complex digital signals, such as the ones used for data 

fransmission in CAN systems. Through the use of superposition, it is possible to analyze 

the elecfromagnetic emissions of a given system on frequency and amplitude of a time 

until the entire spectrum of interest has been covered. 

In order to utilize Fourier series expansion, certain criteria must first be met. 

These four requirements are called the Dirichlet Conditions are as follows [21]. 

1. f(t) is single-valued ever5rwhere. 

2. f(t) has a finite number of finite discontinuities in any one period 

3. f(t) has a finite number of maxima and minima in any one period. 

t„+T 

4. The integral [|/(?)| J^ < oo for any tO. 
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There are three fimdamental components of the Fourier series, ao, an, and bp. The 

formulas below show how to obtain these coefficients. 

« o = ^ j [ / ( ^ ¥ Eq.3.1[21] 

«„ -j[f{t)cos{nco,t)dt Eq. 3.2 [21] 

b„-^lfit)sm{r,o,,t)dt Eq.3.3[21] 

Once these three coefficients have been calculated, the original signal can be 

represented by the trigonometric Fourier series equation of f(t) as shown by the equation 

below. 

00 

fit) = «o + E (^" cos{nQ}ot) + b„ sm{no)ot)) Eq. 3.4 [21 ] 
n=l 

This equation can also be represented in the phasor domain by the equation 

below. 

00 

f{t) = a, +^A„ cos{n6)ot+ (/>„) Eq. 3.5 [21] 

Where the phasor coefficients can be found by the equation below. 

A=yK+bf <2>„=-tan 
^b,^ 

v«"y 
Eq. 3.6 [21] 
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From the Fourier coefficient equations, it is obvious that the magnitude of the 

coefficient depends on the frequency. It is possible to evaluate the frequency spectmm of 

the original signal using this information. Values will only exist at the fundamental 

frequency and the following harmonics. The ultimate result is a string of magnitude 

values that represent the energy contribution to the signal for the correspondmg 

frequency. This, fiindamentally, is what the spectrum of a signal is. 

These properties can best be illustrated by an example. A signal, f(t) is a 

frapezoidal pulse train shown in Figure 3.1. The key information in this graph is the 

fundamental frequency and the amplitude of the signal. The amplitude is 10 and the 

fimdamental frequency is 250 kHz. 

Trapezoidal Pulse Train 
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Figure 3.1: Trapezoidal pulse train 
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Using Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.6, both the trigonometric and phasor Fourier 

coefficients can be calculated. For the trapezoidal pulse train in Figure 3.1, the 

corresponding coefficients are shown in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2: Fourier coefficients for trapezoidal pulse train 

As expected, the magnitude of the harmonics decays as the frequency increases. 

There are special cases, when the original function is considered to be even or odd, that 

results in only an or bn components. This is not one of those cases. With these 

components, it would be possible to add them together using the trigonometric Fourier 

series equation and recreate the original signal. At this point, if it was necessary to use an 
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antenna equation to calculate emissions, it could be done in the phasor domain on 

component at a time and then added back together to get the net results. 

3.2 Fourier Transform 

3.2.1 Continuous Fourier Transform 

The Fourier fransform has long been a principal analytical tool in such diverse 

fields as linear systems, optics, probability theory, quantum physics, antennas, and signal 

processing [22]. The Fourier fransform takes a time domain signal and transforms that 

information into the frequency domain. It is important to distinguish the two domains 

even though they are related. When evaluating elecfromagnetic emissions, it is necessary 

to look at the spectrum of the emission signal. Also, to predict emissions behavior, it is 

important to look at the input signal spectrum to determine where possible significant 

emissions may occur. With this information, filter adjustments can be made correctly 

with proper comer frequencies. 

The Fourier Transform distinguishes the different frequency sinusoids and their 

respective amplitudes that combine to form an arbifrary waveform [22]. Mathematically, 

this relationship is stated as 

F(ty) = 3{/(/)} = r fity^'^dt Eq. 3.7 [23] 
J-00 

fit) = 3 - ' {Fico)} = — r F{co)e''"do) Eq. 3.8 [23] 
2;r ••-" 
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Going back to the example with the trapezoidal pulse train signal, the Fourier 

fransform makes it possible to plot the spectrum. Figure 3.3 is the spectrum of the signal 

showTi in Figure 3.1. 

Frequency Spectrum of Trapezoidal Pulse Train 
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Figure 3.3: Frequency spectrum of the trapezoidal pulse train 

3.2.2 Discrete Fourier Transform 

Both the Fourier series and the Fourier transform are instrumental in the analysis 

of a signal spectrum. However, there are limitations to the practical applications of these 
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metiiods. Both functions exist for continuous signals. For practical implementation, 

evaluating signals with a large number of periods is unrealistic. It is necessary to be able 

to analyze finite length signals. The discrete Fourier transform, or DFT, is itself a 

sequence rather than a function of a continuous variable, and it corresponds to samples, 

equally spaced in frequency, of the Fourier transform of the signal [24]. In addition to its 

theoretical importance as a Fourier representation of sequences, the DFT plays a central 

role in the implementation of a variety of digital signal-processing algorithms [24]. The 

sfrength of the DFT is analyzing a finite length sequence that is representative of a signal 

that is a fimction of a continuous variable [24]. 

The real advantage of the DFT is that fast algorithms exist for computing the DFT 

[24]. The fast Fourier transform, or FFT, is a DFT algorithm which reduces the number 

of computations needed for N points from 2N^ to 2Nlog2(N) [25]. The DFT can be 

computed using an FFT by means of the Danielson-Lanczos lemma if the number of 

points, N, is a power of 2 [25]. This algorithm greatly reduces the computation time of 

the FFT and makes it that much more of a powerful tool [25]. If the signal sequence is 

not a power of 2, then the sequence can be equally padded with zeroes before and after 

the signal [25]. If this is not possible, it can still be calculated using a slower Cooley-

Turkey method [25]. 

The relationship of the DFT and the Fourier series coefficients is shown in 

Equations 3.9 and 3.10. For length N input sequence x, the DFT is a length N vector, X. 

X{k) = Y,x(n)e ^ ^ ^ \<k<N Eq. 3.9 [26] 
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If x(n) is real, the above equation can be rewritten in terms of a summation of sine and 

cosine functions with real coefficients. [26] 

.v(„) - I t . ( * ) c o s ( M ^ ) . * W s i n ( M ^ 5 i M ) 

^here Eq. 3.10 [26] 

aOi) = real{Xik)l b(k) = -imag{Xik)}, \<n<N 

3.3 Fourier Envelopes 

Another method of analyzing the spectrum of a signal is using Fourier envelopes. 

These envelopes allow the user to get a rough estimate of how the energy of the signal is 

divided across the frequency range of the spectmm. Using the same example as before, a 

trapezoidal pulse frain, the spectrum and the Fourier envelope were calculated £ind then 

compared. 

First, it is important to identify the characteristic variables of the trapezoidal pulse 

train signal. Figure 3.4 is of a trapezoidal signal with the variables defined. 
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Figure 3.4: Trapezoidal pulse frain signal with variables identified 

Once these variables are known, further calculations can be made to constmct the 

envelope. Equation 3.11 describes the magnitude of the envelope relative to its 

frequency. The first equation is a constant amplitude result, but doesn't account for the 

DC offset of the signal. When dealing with elecfromagnetic fields, the DC offset is 

unimportant because a DC voltage will only result in a static field. Static fields cannot be 

coupled with the anterma probes used to measure emissions, so the DC offset wall have 

no effect on the magnitude of emissions. 

2A{T + t^) 
for F^ < Fj, Amplitude = 

for F, <F^ < ^2' Amplitude = 

for F^ > -Fj, Amplitude = 

.64^ 

TxF 
2A 

Eq.3.11 [27] 

TxtxF' 
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The limits, Fi and F2, can be found using the equations listed in Equation 3.11. 

The Fi frequency is the point where the magnitiide plot changes from a constant to a -20 

dB/decade slope [27]. The F2 frequency is the point where the slope changes from -20 

dB/decade to -40 dB/decade [27]. These slope changes identify the dominant contributor 

to the spectrum magnitude at the corresponding frequencies. The -20 dB/decade slope is 

for the fundamental frequency, or the data rate, and its harmonics [27]. The -40 

dB/decade slope corresponds to the fundamental frequency associated with the rise time 

and its harmonics [27]. 
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This envelope was created for the frapezoidal pulse frain shown in Figure 3.4. 

The rise and fall time was 200ns; the frequency was 250 kHz; and the peak-to-peak 

amplitude (Vp.p) was IV. Comparing this envelope to the spectrum of the signal 

calculated using the methods discussed in section 3.2.2 makes it possible to evaluate the 

validity of the envelope. Figure 3.6 is the comparison ofthe two methods. The envelope 

is representative ofthe spectrum except for one component at the higher frequency level. 

While this is a problem, it is not a significant one. The magnitude of that frequency 

component compared to that ofthe fundamental is minuscule. Additionally, if the 

envelope method was used as a guideline to predict emissions behavior, the envelope 

magnitude would be higher than the actual emissions. 

Spectrum of CANH - Rise Time (ns) = 2(X) 
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Figure 3.6: Spectrum comparison 
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CHAPTER IV 

SIMULATIONS 

4.1 Principles of Antenna Theory 

Fundamentally, an antenna is the transitional structure between free space and a 

guiding device. While much effort has been invested in improving the design of 

antermas, this project deals with how to make them more inefficient in order to limit the 

amount of radiated energy. When properly designed, an anterma can be an invaluable 

tool for fransmitting and receiving data. In this particular case, the 2m of cable that 

fransmits the data sfream is a parasitic antenna. This means that there is energy lost do to 

superfluous elecfromagnetic radiation. The main objective of this project is to reduce 

these emissions. 

First, it is necessary to understand what kind of antenna is present. One ofthe 

most basic antenna structures, the dipole, is simply a long enough wire that radiates 

energy [28]. The term "long enough" refers to the relation between the length ofthe wire 

and the wavelength ofthe signal being transmitted. Ideally, a wire length on the order of 

A,/2 will produce a fairly efficient anterma [28]. As discussed before, Fourier theory 

allows a signal to be represented by a magnitude and a corresponding phase angle across 

an infinite frequency spectrum. This explains how a frapezoidal pulse train with a 

fimdamental frequency around 250 kHz can have frequency components into the GHz 

range. 
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What this project is concerned with is figuring out what can be done to 

manipulate the spectrum content to reduce the emissions. While a XI2 length wire is 

relatively efficient, a X,/15 length wire is not. To reduce emissions, it would be beneficial 

to put the majority ofthe spectral energy where the antenna is the most ineffective. 

Before any of this can be done, an accurate model ofthe antenna system must be 

developed. The most fundamental type of wire anteima is the infinitesimal dipole. This 

dipole antenna assumes that 1 « X and is positioned symmetrically at the origin ofthe 

coordinate system and oriented along the z axis [29]. Also, it is assumed that the wire is 

very small and very thin (radius « X) [29]. Since the spectrum of interest covers such a 

vast range of frequencies, there will be both components that make 2m of cable both an 

efficient and an inefficient antenna. If these assumptions are met, the antenna can be 

modeled like the diagram shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Infinitesimal dipole model [29] 

Another assumption made is that the current distribution across the dipole is 

uniform [28]. When the antenna length approaches X/2, the distribution looks more like a 
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half sinusoid than uniform [29]. To verify this, measurements were taken at three points 

along the 2m cable. Figure 4.2 is a diagram ofthe test set-up. The signals used were 

regular high speed CAN signals. It can be shown that the variation at the fundamental 

frequency is 0, meaning the distribution was completely uniform. Across the entire range 

of frequencies (9 kHz to 30 MHz - low frequency probe) the average standard deviation 

was 3.91 dB. Figure 4.3 is a graph ofthe spectrum for all three measurement points. 
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Figure 4.2: Emissions versus probe horizontal location diagram 
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Figure 4.3: Emissions versus probe horizontal location comparison 
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Knowing this information, it is now a safe assumption to model the cable as a 

dipole antenna. The infinitesimal dipole figure shown earlier illustrates that there are 

three components to the electric field at any point a distance r from the center. Equations 

for the electric field can be written as shown in Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 

Er=V 
IJcos{0) 

Inr' 
1 + -

J/3r 
-jfir 

Eg = jrj 

E,=0 

Pljsm{0) 

Anr 
1 + + • 

JPr [prj 
-]Pr 

Eq4.1 [29] 

Eq 4.2 [29] 

Eq 4.3 [29] 

Eo is 0 because ofthe symmetry ofthe problem, meaning there is no variation in 

the angle for any ofthe components. These equations are valid in any ofthe three 

radiating areas. Notice that there is a dependence on the value r and the length ofthe 

dipole itself. For a vsire to be classified as an infinitesimal dipole, its overall length must 

be very small, usually on the order of e^ A,/50 [29]. For the current set-up, this is not the 

case. 

To alleviate this problem, it is possible to shrink the length ofthe dipole 

dramatically and create the anterma as a summation of numerous small anterma pieces. 

This method of analysis is similar to the finite element analysis done in many state ofthe 

art electromagnetic field simulators, only much simpler. This method does complicate 
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things substantially and adds significant length to the code simulating the emissions, but 

it is altogether necessary. 

The maximum frequency dealt with in this project is 2 GHz, which has a 

wavelength of. 15m. So the maximum antenna segment length is 3mm long. For good 

measure, each antenna length will be 1mm long. This means the model v̂ dll be 2000 

small anterma segments rather than one 2m long cable. Figure 4.4 is an illustration of 

this. This picture is not to scale and there are not 2000 divisions in it. 

Imm 

Figure 4.4: Single anterma with divisions 

While the model is closer to looking like the actual test set-up, it is not accurate 

yet. The wire transmits the data over a ground plane. Boundary conditions state that an 

incident electric field to a solid conductor will reflect the electric field wave [28]. This is 

the same theory behind the shielding used for the circuit board enclosures [27]. This 

factor is something that has to be taken into account for the model. If the electric field 

intensity was measured at a certain point, the components would include the electric field 

from the wire and the reflected electiic field from tiie ground plane. Also, modelmg a 

ground plane like this would be extremely difficult. 

To model these reflections, image theory must be utilized. Assuming that the 

ground plane looks like an infinite plane conductor, it is possible to introduce virtual 
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sources, or images [29]. These do not really exist, but for modeling purposes they will 

account for the reflected electric field above the ground plane. The virtual source is a 

replica ofthe original source and exists directly below the ground plane and equal 

distance as the original [29]. This means that one wire 5cm above a ground plane can be 

modeled as two wires 10cm apart with no ground plane. 

Also, physically the bus lines are constructed of two separate wires. Since the 

signal is differential, there are two types of radiation. Differential mode radiation occurs 

at distances on the order ofthe wire separation length [27]. Since the cable being used is 

a twisted pair, it can be assumed that the distance for differential mode radiation is on the 

order of twice the dielectric thickness. The second type of radiation is common mode 

radiation. Generally, this is the dominant radiation factor [27]. As discussed before, the 

mismatch in differential signals results in a common mode signal that causes radiation. 

At a point Im away from the wire, this will be the only contributing factor to the electric 

field intensity. To prove this, an emissions measurement was taken and the time domain 

common mode signal was compared to the time domain probe measurement when the 

separation between the probe and the wire was around 1 cm. Notice in Figure 4.5 that the 

signal shapes are virtually identical. The magnitude is obviously different because one is 

the actual signal and the other is the radiated signal. The radiated signal will almost 

always, for parasitic antennas, have a much lower magnitude than the actual signal. Also, 

the DC offset ofthe Voc signal has been removed for better comparison. The emissions 

signal matches tiie ringing spikes ofthe Voc signal but not DC voltage changes. This is 

because a DC voltage produces a static field that cannot be coupled. 
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Figure 4.5: Voc versus time domain emissions signal comparison 

Knowing that the only emissions contributor is the Voc signal, it is possible to 

model the antenna as just two lines, the actual and virtiial, carrying only the Voc signal. 

Figure 4.6 is a rough drawing ofthe model discussed. The known distances so far 

include the antenna segment lengtii, the total wire lengtii, die distance between the real 

and virtual antenna. 
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Figure 4.6: Rough antenna model diagram 

4.2 Code Algorithm 

The code used to simulate this model was relatively sfraight forward. There were 

six important steps to the code. First, the variable declarations which include the rise 

time, fall time and delay time that define tiie characteristics of tiie CANH and CANL 

signal.. The second part ofthe code creates the time domain CANH and CANL signals. 

Once these signals are created, tiie Voc signal can be calculated. From tiiere, tiie FFT of 

the Voc signal is taken to create the frequency, magnitude and phase information vectors 

ofthe Voc spectinim. Next, tiie antenna must be created. The distance for each segment 

along the length ofthe wire changes for any given point. This distance vector must be 

calculated. The final step is to calculate tiie emissions. This is done by using each 
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component in the magnitude and phase vector in the antenna equation for each distance 

R. Unfortunately, all of these calculations can take a while to compute. For example, if 

the distance vector R had 2000 values and the magnitude and phase vectors each had 

4000 values, then the result ofthe antenna equation would be a 4000 point vector. 

However, the antenna magnitude result was calculated 2000 times for each ofthe 4000 

points, or 8 million calculations. Each value ofthe antenna result corresponds to equally 

spaced frequency components that are contained in the frequency vector. Figure 4.7 is a 

graphical representation ofthe previous explanation. 

Figure 4.7: Simulation code algoritiim 
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4.3 Simulation Correlation 

The emissions from the lab tests were plagued with anomalies and variances that 

were hard to describe and even harder to simulate. Parasitic ringing and unit differences 

between the simulation program and the actual data made a straight correlation difficult 

to perform. In place of that, tiie Voc signals were compared in the frequency domain 

since this is the next step closer to the actual results. Figure 4.8 shows the time domain 

CANH and CANL signal of a simulated and measure test. The biggest difference in the 

two graphs was the upper and lower voltages that the signals went to. 

CANH Jc CAItL Sigaak 

V Signal 

Figure 4.8: Simulated versus Experimental 
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Figure 4.9: Simulated vs experimental - frequency domain 

Figure 4.9 show that the frequency domain has a decent amount of difference 

between the two signals. This will definitely affect how accurately the simulated data 

will represent the measure data. The best explanation for these differences is that the 

ambient noise and small impedance mismatches had a larger than expected effect on the 

energy spectrum. Additionally, the ringing some ofthe time domain signals had made it 

very hard to draw correlations between the simulated and experimental data. 
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4.4 Simulations 

The simulation program evaluated the difference in the emissions that certain 

variables made. The variables of interest are tiie rise time, fall time and delay time. The 

difference between the CANH rise time and the CANL fall time, and vice versa, are of 

significant interest. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 demonstrate a summary ofthe transition 

variables. 

Emissioiu Compwlaoii as CANH Sise time changes 

Frequency MHz 
CANH Rise Time (ns) 

Figure 4.10: CANH rise time variation 
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Figure 4.11: Emissions difference as CANH rises 

Figure 4.10 shows that there is very little difference in the emissions energy 

distribution for different values of rise time. The only variable for this test was the 

CANH rise time. The difference between that and all the other variables remained 

constant. The significance of this plot is that it shows the biggest contributor to the 

emissions is the difference ofthe two signal transition times rather than the location, or 

value, ofthe fransition times. Figure 4.11 illusfrates the dependence of emissions energy 

versus the transition time mismatch. 
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Also, the effect of which fransition time was faster was investigated. The 

objective of this was to determine if having the CANH rise time be faster than the CANL 

fall time versus the CANH rise time being slower than the CANL fall time effected 

emissions equally. In theory, they would. The two signals would create Voc spikes of 

equal magnitude, but one would be a voltage increase and the other a decrease. From a 

fields standpoint, this makes no difference since it only changes the direction ofthe 

current, not the magnitude, so the emissions should be the same. Figure 4.12 proves this 

deduction. Notice the emissions increase equally as the mismatch increases. In the 

center, the emissions are zero because the two match perfectly. 

Emlsiloiu CoBq»artion as CANL Rise thnc vartci 

Frequency & 

CANL Rise Time (̂  tram CAN^ (DS) 

Figure 4.12: Comparison ofthe ACANH versus CANL transition times 
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The time delay was the other characteristic variable of interest for these 

simulations. Figure 4.13 illustrates the effect on emissions the different time delays have. 

When the magnitude is compared to the plot shown in Figure 4.11, it can be seen that the 

delay has over 4 times the effect versus the transition time mismatch. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that to reduce emissions just by the signal shape, the focus should be on 

matching the delay times. 

Emissions Comparisoo as CANI. Delay time changes 

Frequency MI& 

CAIO. Deliy Time (ns) 

Figure 4.13: Comparison of delay time mismatch 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In order to thoroughly investigate the elecfromagnetic behavior of a CAN system, 

it was necessary to conduct a series of experiments to obtain a general signal base to draw 

from. These tests served two purposes. First, tiiey provided a reference to correlate tiie 

simulated results to and validate the accuracy ofthe predicted emissions behavior. 

Second, these tests verified the theory behind the simulation and helped to point out other 

significant contributing factors to the emitted energy. 

5.1 Hardware Parts 

5.1.1 Cables and Cormectors 

The choice of cables and cormectors used for this test was not inconsequential. 

The wire was specified to be compliant with the SAE J2284 standard [17]. The CiA 

group specified multiple cormectors for CAN implementation. An important requirement 

for the cormectors is that the transmission resistance be in the range of 2.5 to 10 mQ [31]. 

The connector used for this test was a 9-pin D-sub cormector. For standard CAN 

implementation, the individual pins are specified for the corresponding signal. Since the 

emissions tests were only concerned with fransmitting two signals, CANH and CANL, 

the pin allocation was not significant. Pins 2 and 4 were used to fransmit the two signals. 
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Figure 5.1 is a layout ofthe standard male and female 9-pin D-sub connectors and Table 

# is the standard pin assignments, 

male 

CAN_L V CAN_GND ^ ( C A N SHLD) female 

(GND)—^ CAN_H CAN V+ 

Figure 5.1: Male and female 9-pin D-sub cormectors 

Table 5.1: Standard CAN 9-pin D-sub assignments [31] 

Pin 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Signal 

-

CANL 

CANGND 

-

(CANSHLD) 

(GND) 

CAN_H 

-

(CAN_V+) 

Description 

Reserved 

CANL bus line (dominant low) 

CAN Ground 

Reserved 

Optional CAN Shield 

Optional Ground 

CANH bus line (dominant high) 

Reserved 

Optional CAN extemal positive supply 

The cables used were from Beldon, model number 3105A. The cable must be 

compliant with tiie SAE standard J2284 and the ISOl 1989 standard. The Beldon 3105A 
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cable has a length related resistance of 48.mQ/m, is rated for 300VRMS, 2.7A and is 22 

AWG in thickness [31]. The cable is a twisted pair with 120Q characteristic impedance 

[31]. It is worth mentioning the significance ofthe twisted pair cable. Since this research 

is concerned with the effect of emissions and the wire is unshielded, it is important to 

minimize extemal noise. The benefit ofthe twisted pair cable is that the proximity ofthe 

two wires twisted together facilitates coupling and allows any incident electromagnetic 

interference to affect both lines equally. This results in minimal noise interference. From 

a radiation standpoint, it has little effect on the common mode radiation. However, 

twisting will give a slight improvement in the symmetry of each wire-to-ground 

distributed inductance and capacitance [27]. The true significance of twdsting is in the 

differential mode radiation [27]. Typically, the common-mode radiation is the dominant 

contributor of emissions; however, as the overall radiation is reduced it is possible that 

the differential mode radiation may become significant [27]. Generally speaking, 

differential mode radiation is about 5% ofthe common mode radiation for an untwisted 

pair cable [27]. The reduction in the radiated field can be expressed by Equation 5.1. 

l + 2«^ 
A,, = 20log ' - ^ ^ ^ Eq. 5.1 [27] 

1 + 2n£ sin MHz 

VlOOxw; 

This equation assumes two things. The first assumption is that there is always an 

odd loop, or small untwisted segment at the ends ofthe wires, whose length is 

approximately 1/n meters long [27]. For the experiments run for this project, this is 
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roughly the case. The second assumption is that the entire radiating wire length is twisted 

[27]. Untwisted segments in the wire will reduce the attenuation. Once again, for the 

conducted experiments, this is roughly the case. Figure 5.2 is of a graph that 

demonstrates the relationship between attenuation and twist per meter at four different 

frequencies. The values were calculated using Equation 5.1 and roughly quantify the 

effect of twisting. It was assumed that the cable length was 2m, like the cable used in the 

experiments. 
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Figure 5.2: Attenuation of radiated field by twisting 
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Table 5.2 list some standard values for DC parameters for CANopen networks 

with less than 64 nodes. These values are recommendations by the CiA group. 

Table 5.2: Standard DC values for CAN networks with less than 64 nodes [30] 

Bus Length 
(m) 

0 . . .40 

40 . . . 300 

300.. . 600 

600.. . 1000 

Length-Related 
Resistance 

(mQ/m) 

70 

<60 

<40 

<26 

Cross-
Section 
(mm^) 

0.25 ... 
0.34 

0.34... 
0.6 

0.5 ... 
0.6 

0.75 ... 
0.8 

Termination 
Resistance 

(Q) 

124 

150... 300 

150... 300 

150... 300 

Baud rate 
(kBit/s) 

1000 @ 40m 

> 500 @ 100m 

> 100 @ 500m 

> 5 0 @ l k m 

The CiA group also has recommendations for the maximum wiring length for 

different bus cables and different number of connected bus nodes. The values are listed 

in Table 5.3. The ISO 11989 standard recommends that the accuracy of VCC supply 

voltage be 5% or better if driving more than 64 nodes or bus lengtiis over 250m. 

Table 5.3: Recommended maximum wire length for different number of nodes [30] 

Wire Cross-
Section 
(mm^) 
0.25 
0.5 

0.75 

Maximum Length (m) 

n = 32 

200 
360 

550 

n = 64 

170 
310 
470 

n=100 

150 
270 

410 
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Table 5.4: Comparison of ISO and SAE standards [32] 

Parameter 

Impedance 

Length-Related 
Resistance 

Specific Line 
Delay 

Twist Rate 

Notation 

Z 

Rlength 

tdelay 

''twist 

Unit 

Q 

mQ/m 

ns/m 

twist/m 

ISO 11989 

Min. 

95 

-

-

-

Nom. 

120 

70 

5 

-

Max. 

140 

-

-

-

SAE J2284 

Min. 

108 

-

-

33 

Nom. 

120 

70 

5.5 

-

Max. 

132 

-

-

50 

All of these limitations and specifications on wire resistance and line delay and 

number of nodes are important because they all affect the baud rate ofthe system. There 

is a frade off between baud rate and cable length. Figure 5.3 shows the relationship 

between the baud rate and the bus length. This graph is for a specific node lunitation. 

Baud Rate vs. Bus Lengtii 
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S, 600 

I 
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
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Figure 5.3: Baud rate versus bus length [34] 
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5.1.2 Components 

The various experimental tests required a few electrical components. These 

components and their values will be discussed in this section. Figure 5.4 shows the 

standard single node, or transceiver, schematic whether it is transmitting or receiving. 

The values listed in Table 5.5 are the possible values for those shown in Figure 5.4. Not 

all tests include all of these components. When they do not, the value is assumed to be 

zero. 

Table 5.5: Component test values [15] [20] 

Component: 

R1,R2 (Q) 
R3 (kQ) 
CI (nF) 

C2 (nF) 

C3,C4 (pF) 

Value: 
60,62 

10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 

100 
4.7,39,47,100 

100,470 

Figure 5.4: Typical transceiver schematic 
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The important information regarding resistors is the voltage rating, tolerance and 

power dissipation rating. Since the circuits used for the experiments were small, the parts 

needed to be surface-mount and small. However, too small becomes an issue since they 

are being manually soldered to the board. Table 5.6 lists the important electrical 

characteristics ofthe resistors used in the experiments. Figure 5.5 is a diagram that 

includes the construction and dimensions ofthe resistors. Also included in Figure 5.5 is a 

graph the power dissipation relative to the operating temperature. 

Table 5.6: Resistor electrical characteristics [34] 

Description 

Size Code 
Resistance Range 

Resistance Tolerance 

Temperature Coefficient 
1 Q < R < 1 0 Q 

1 0 Q < R < 1 0 M Q 

Mziximum Dissipation at 
Tamb ~ 70 °C 

Maximum Permissible 
Voltage 

Value 
RC02H 

1206 

1 Qto lOMQ 
± 1 % 

< 250 ±250 
<±100 

0.25 W 

200 V 
(DC or RMS) 
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• protective ooat 

TYPE 

RC02 

L 
(mm) 

3.20 
+0.10/-0.20 

W 
(mm) 

1.60 ±0.15 

T 
(mm) 

0.55 ±0.10 

(mm) 

0.45 ±0.25 

tb 
(mm) 

0.50 ±0.25 

Maximum dissipation (Pmax) in percentage of rated power 
as a function of the ambient temperature (Tamb)-

K<0-

•^insuc 
(*iPraJ«l) 

5 0 -

-55 

Figure 5.5: Resistor size, construction, and power dissipation [34] 
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Capacitors, as discussed before, play an important role in the experiments 

conducted. The important characteristics ofthe capacitors include the temperature rating, 

maximum voltage rating, tolerance and dielectric type. Table 5.7 lists a few of these 

important characteristics. Figure 5.6 is a diagram ofthe surface-mount capacitors and the 

dimensions ofthe ones used in the experiments. 

Table 5.7: Important capacitor characteristics and ratings [35] 

Values 

100,470 (pF) 

4.7,39,47,100 (nF) 

Dielectric 
Type 

COG 

X7R 

Variation 
over 

Temperature 

± 0.3% 

± 1 5 % 

Temperature 
Range 

-55°C to 
85°C 

-55°C to 
85°C 

Tolerance 

5% 

10% 

Voltage 
Rating 

50 V 

50 V 

T= 94 

Size Code 

1206 

L 

3.20±0.20 

W 

1.60±0.20 

t 

0.50±0.25 

I)uneii;^ioii.s m nun 

Figure 5.6: Capacitor dimensions and drawing [35] 
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5.1.3 Circuit Board and Enclosure 

Since the signal components being evaluated contain relatively high frequency 

information, it was necessary to construct a printed circuit board (PCB). The benefit of 

using PCBs is a dramatic improvement in frequency response when compared to a bread

board or even a perforated board. With the exception ofthe supply voltage, all ofthe 

input/output pins were connected from the header pins to Bayonet Neill Concelman 

(BNC) feed-froughs. These BNC cormectors acted as the interface between the supply 

and measurement equipment and the circuit board. These connections where mounted on 

the surface ofthe aluminum enclosure as shown in Figure 5.7. The purpose ofthe 

enclosure was to prevent electromagnetic emissions caused by the circuit board to impact 

the system measurements. The experiments were only concerned with the emissions 

caused by specific signals on the actual transmission line. The relevant electrical 

characteristics ofthe BNC connectors are listed in Table 5.8. 
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Table 5.8: Elecfrical characteristics of BNC cormectors [36] 

Impedance 

FrequerKy range 

\toltage rating 

Dielectric 
VfltlTstandhg voltage 

x'svm 

Other<MIL-C-39012 
cable connectors) 

50 ohms noinlnal 

0-4 Ctn /. .to/.' reflectton 

500 volts peak 

1,500 \-olt3 rms. 

K439012 straight 
connectors: 
1.3,Tiax. 0-4GHZ 

M39012 right an^e; 
1.35 max. 0-4 GHz 

Contact resistance; 
center contact 1.5 
millohm 

outer contact 0.2 
nHllohm 

Braid to body 0.1 
millohm 

RF leakage: - 55 dB 
minlnum at 3 GHz 

Insertion loss: 0.2 dB 
maximum at 3 GHz 

Insulation resistance: 
5000 megohms t;min.) 

The interface ofthe bus lines to tiie circuit board was tiie D-sub 9 connectors 

discussed earlier. Figure 5.7 is a diagram ofthe enclosure with the BNC and D-sub 9 

connectors. 

Figure 5.7: Aluminum project box enclosure 
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5.2 The Physical Setup 

5.2.1 Ford Test Chamber 

All the emissions experiments conducted were based on the Ford Motor Company 

(FMC) test set-up. FMC has specific guidelines for the evaluation of elecfromagnetic 

emissions behavior. The test set-up shown in Figure 5.8 represents a good indication of 

how the devices would actually perform in a real automotive system. 

GrouTdKine 
(SinveHcie 

ESC 

mdenal 

6 cm 

^ ^ • — ^ Ground plane ncxrinaly 
• Im above loor 

TF 
Wiring harness slial be 
son dbove grcund plane 

Figure 5.8: Ford test set-up [17] 
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5.2.2 Replicated Ford Chamber 

Based from the Ford chamber test configuration, the replicated experimental set

up only had minor adjustments. Figure 5.9 is a diagram ofthe actual test set-up used. 

Figure 5.10 is a picture ofthe actual test set-up but with the anterma probe Im away 

instead of 10mm away. 

2.438.4m 

hWriPfg hairn=s4 

R 
.̂ cm 

' 

T 
Ground plane nominal^-
1 m abovie floor 

GROUND PLANE 

Figure 5.9: Experimental test set-up 
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Figure 5.10: Actual experimental test set-up 

Most ofthe key features, such as the cable length, ground plane dimensions and 

ground plane to cable distances are the same. The most significant difference between 

the Ford test and the experimental test is the distance ofthe antenna from the cable. In 

the Ford test the antenna is Im away in the horizontal direction and 5cm above the cable. 

However, while trying to implement this configuration it was discovered that the noise 

floor in the experimental set-up was too high. This means that the signal components 

could not be separated from the noise. In order to obtain actual data, it was necessary to 

move the antenna probe closer to the cable. Since the majority ofthe significant 

frequency components were still in the near field, a relatively accurate approximation 

could be made. This means that it is possible to read the emissions very close to the 

cable and predict what the emissions should be Im away from the cable. This 
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dependence on tiie distance, R, is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The magnitude of emissions, 

as the distance R increases, decays almost exponentially. Knowing this relationship to R 

and the magnitude of emissions at some known distance, it is possible to predict the 

emissions magnitude Im away. 

Emissions vs R 
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Figure 5.11: Emissions versus R - magnitude decay 

Determining what frequencies are in the near and far field can be tricky. 

Generally speaking, the near field is defined as 27iR « A, [30]. In this region, the E-field 

components can be approximated to that of a static electric dipole and to that of a static 

current element [29]. This region is referred to as quasi-stationary fields [29]. There 

exist an intermediate radiating field that is defined as 27iR > X [30]. In this region, the E-
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field and H-field components lose their in-phase condition and approach time phase 

quadrature [29]. The third and final region is referred to as the far-field radiation region 

[29]. In this region, the E-field and H-field components are perpendicular to each other 

and the direction of propagation [29]. Here, the shape ofthe pattern is not a fimction of 

the distance R and forms a fransverse elecfromagnetic wave [29]. This region is defined 

as 27rR » X [30]. The relationship between X and frequency is shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12: X, versus Frequency 

5.2.3 Measurement Equipment 

Other important information about the test set-up is the equipment used. In order 

to run the necessary tests, there needed to be three direct current, or DC, power supplies, 

a square wave generator, and oscilloscope, a near-field probe and a low noise amplifier. 
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The power supplies were standard DC supplies. The maximum output voltage 

was well over the required 5V. The square wave generator created the data sfream that 

was going to be transmitted. It had a maximum peak to peak voltage output of 20V. The 

required output voltage was standard TTL levels. The output of tiie square wave 

generator was normally ± .4 kHz ofthe desired frequency. Figure 5.13 is of a typical 

output square wave. 

Input Signal 

5.0 -

S" l«i -

0 1 2 S 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 

TkneOts) 

0 

Figure 5.13: Typical input signal 

The oscilloscope used was an Agilent model 54845 A [37]. This device was used 

to measure the time domain signals and then calculate the spectrum from the time domain 
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signal from the antenna probe. The important specifications for the oscilloscope are 

listed in Appendix A. 

The low noise amplifier used to amplify the antenna probe output was a Sonoma 

310 [38]. The important specifications are listed in Appendix A. The amplifier has an 

overall gain of 32.5 dB over the entire frequency range within this projects operating 

window [38]. 

The last important piece of equipment that needs to be discussed is the antenna 

probe itself This device is extremely important to the success of this project. It is 

important to understand how it works in order to use it properly and also to adjust for 

inherent offsets. There are actually two separate probes being used. They are the 

Hewlett Packard 11940A and 11941A close-field probes [40]. The 11940A probe is used 

for frequency components in the 30 MHz to 1 GHz range [39]. The 11941A probe is 

used for the lower frequency components, in the 9 kHz to 30 MHz range [39]. The probe 

characteristics and operating procedures are given in Appendix A. 

The data taken during the test was from two probes. The two data sets were 

combined to form an accurate representation ofthe field intensity for both the low and 

high frequency components. The graph in Figure 5.14 is ofthe antenna factors 

combined. 
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Figure 5.14: Combined antenna factor [39] 

5.3 The Test Plan 

5.3.1 Phase I 

The first phase of testing was done to characterize the transceiver itself The tests 

were done on a single chip with certain component variations to evaluate how the signal 

changed. Additionally, these tests provide a comparison signal to later tests that include 

the 2m of cable used for transmitting the signal. This is important because it shows the 
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effect the cable itself has on the signal. By comparing the two signals, one with the cable 

and one without, it is possible to quantify the parasitic effects ofthe cable, like 

attenuation and ringing. 

The first tests looked at normal high speed operation and then added different 

values of slope resistors to the circuit. The circuit schematic, including where the 

measurements were taken using probes, and a picture ofthe actual test set-up are 

included in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. 

HVD2il 

GND 

Vcc 

Rs 

CANH 

CANL 

Vref 

X 

i C2 R2 

Figure 5.15: Schematic of single fransceiver tests 
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-o Vr 00 

-oX CANL< 
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Figure 5.16: Circuit board with probes attached 

The values for these tests are shown in Table 5.9. Figure 5.17 shows the change 

in rise and fall times as the slope resistor value is increased. The dotted lines are ofthe 

maximum and minimum allowable times specified by the manufacturer. 

Table 5.9: Phase 1 test values 

Test: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

Ci(nF) 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Ri(0) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R2(Q) 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R3(kr2) 

0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 

C2(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Rise/Fall Time Comparison 
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Figure 5.17: Variation of rise and fall times 

The dependence ofthe rise and fall times on the slope resistor value is illustrated 

by the graph in Figure 5.17. It is important to consider the effect these changes have on 

the overall signal. Figure 5.18 shows the differential voltage, or VQD, ofthe device for all 

values ofthe slope resistor. As indicated in Figure 5.18, the slower the rise and fall time, 

the smaller percent ofthe time the signal is constant, either a "one" or a "zero". Also, 

notice that the recessive bit width decreases significantly as the fransition time increases. 

This is an important characteristic in limiting the maximum slope resistor value. If the 

transition time becomes too high, the system would not be able to recognize the different 

states ofthe bus. 
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Slope Resistor Comparison: 

VQD Signal 
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Figure 5.18: Differential voltage comparison 

-R!5 = GND| 

-Rs=10k 

Rs = 20k 
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-Rs = 40k 
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Rs = 90k 

Rs=100kj 

The second part ofthe phase I tests evaluated the effect ofthe common mode 

capacitor, or C2. It is thought that this capacitor should have a large effect on the shape 

ofthe common mode voltage, or Voc, and 1, in turn, reduce emissions. The component 

values for these tests are shown in Table 5.10. Additionally, the graph in Figure 5.19 

compares the shape ofthe different VQC signals for the various capacitor values. Notice 

that for the higher common mode capacitor values the Voc signal is virtually constant. 
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Table 5.10: Component values for common mode capacitor tests 

Test: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

C,(nF) 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

R.(fi) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R2(Q) 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R3(kn) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C2(nF) 

0 
4.7 
39 
47 
100 

4^ 

o 2.4 

2,5 

2.2 

2,1 

2,0 

4 6 S 
Time (fis) 

10 12 

— OnF 4.7nF — 3 9 nF 47 nF 100 nF 

Figure 5.19: VQC signal comparison as common mode capacitor increases 

5.3.2 Phase II 

The phase II tests were the bulk ofthe experiments. They measured the emissions 

over a wide range of parameters. The tests can be broken in to smaller parts as each set 

emphasized a different modification. The effect the slope resistor, common mode 

capacitor, line to ground capacitors and a combination of all the components had on 

emissions were evaluated. Also, for comparison to the simulated data, the signals; 
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CANH, CANL, VQC and VQD; were measured. Figure 5.20 shows the circuit schematic 

for the tests conducted. The red circles indicate a component that was modified. Since 

the emissions tests and the device system integration are under such strict regulations, the 

ability to adjust component values is limited. The components circled in Figure 5.20 

have specified values. The tests conducted modify these values that have already been 

specified by FMC. The experiment is investigating the effect ofthe individual and 

combination of values. 

-w 
-1 (|E)t7^7ifei 
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3 

Figure 5.20: Schematic of phase II tests 

The first test looks at the effect ofthe slope resistor on emissions. Table 5.11 

shows the component values for these tests. Only the significant exfremes ofthe possible 

values were tested because of time limitations. 
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Test: 

1 
2 
3 

Table 5.11: Component values for slope resistor tests on emissions 

c, 
(nF) 
100 
100 
100 

Ri 

(n) 
60 
60 
60 

R2 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 

Rsi 
(kQ) 

0 
10 
100 

C2 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 

(nF) 
0 
0 
0 

C4 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 

Cs 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 

Cfi 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 

Cy 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
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Figure 5.21: Slope resistor test results 

Figure 5.21 is a graph ofthe raw emissions results for the three tests described ui 

Table 5.11. There is a drastic difference in the magnitude of emissions for Test 3. There 

are two reasons for this. First, when the slope resistor was lOOK, as m Test 3, the CANL 

signal did not make it all the way down to the expected low voltage of 1.5 V. Also, for 

the first two test, ring became a serious issue. It does not make sense that the upper 
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frequencies, 5 to 10 MHz, would have the highest emissions when the energy should 

have a rapidly decay. The extra energy in this band is from the ringing that occurs 

around this frequency. Even with this parasitic ringing, it can still be concluded that a 

slope resistor by itself will lower the emissions magnitude when its resistance is 

increased. Evaluating the first few frequencies, the fimdamental and the first one or two 

harmonics, will illustrates this point. 

The next set of tests evaluates the effect ofthe common mode capacitor. The 

capacitors were added and taken away one capacitor at a time. This means that the 

common mode capacitor for the fransmitting fransceiver was added and a test was 

conducted. Then the receiving transceiver had a common mode capacitor added and the 

fransmitting fransceiver had none. The third test was with both devices having a common 

mode capacitor. Table 5.12 shows the values for these tests. 

Table 5.12: Component values for common mode capacitor emissions tests 

Test: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Ci 
(nF) 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Ri 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R2 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

Rsi 
(kQ) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C2 
(nF) 

4.7 
0 
4.7 
0 
39 
39 
47 
0 
47 
0 
100 
100 

C3 
(nF) 

0 
4.7 
4.7 
39 
0 
39 
0 
47 
47 
100 
0 
100 

C4 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Cs 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C6 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C7 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Figure 5.22: Transmitter common mode capacitor results 
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Figure 5.23: Receiver common mode capacitor results 
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Figure 5.24: Common mode capacitors on both ends 

Figure 5.23 is a plot ofthe results from the common mode capacitor tests when 

the capacitor was only on the receiving end ofthe device (C3). Figure 5.22 is a plot of 

the same tests, but with just the common mode capacitor on the transmitter side (C2). 

When the receiving device has the common mode capacitor, there is a sfrong ringing 

effect. This is shown by the large peak in the upper frequencies in Figure 5.23. With the 

exception ofthe 100 nF plot in Figure 5.22, it can be shovm tiiat the emissions magnitude 

is reduced by lowering the value ofthe common mode capacitor. Figure 5.24 shows that 

the 4.7 nF capacitors on botii ends has ringing. There is no discemable pattern to the 

increase or decrease to the magnitude of emissions as the capacitor values change. 
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The next test segment consists of evaluating the effect of line to ground capacitors 

on both the signal shape and the emissions level. In practice, some value, typically on the 

order of hundreds of picofarads, of line to ground capacitors are used. The benefit of 

these capacitors was discussed above but the effect they have on emissions and the 

magnitude ofthe signal shape change was not. The values tested are shown in Table 

5.13. 

Table 5.13: Component values for line to ground capacitors 

Test: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Ci 
(nF) 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 

Ri 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R2 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

Rsi 
(kQ) 

0 
10 
100 
0 
10 
100 

C2 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C3 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C4 
(nF) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.47 

0.47 

0.47 

Cs 
(nF) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.47 

0.47 

0.47 

C6 
(nF) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.47 

0.47 

0.47 

CT 

(nF) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.47 

0.47 

0.47 
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Figure 5.25: Line to ground caps v^th slope resistors 

The results showoi in Figure 5.25 demonstrate an large difference in the emissions 

between the two line to ground capacitor values. The 470 pF capacitors have a very 

lower frequency emissions. Also, there is ringing in the test with the second peak in the 

spectrum. 

The rest ofthe tests in this phase are looking at the emissions changes with a 

combination of component changes. The importance of these tests is to evaluate the 

effect multiple components interacting together have on emissions. The first tests looked 

at are listed in Table 5.14. These tests evaluated the effect of common mode capacitors 

and slope resistors. 
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Table 5.14: Common mode capacitor and slope resistor values 

Test: 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

c, 
(nF) 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Ri 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

R2 
(Q) 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

Rsi 
(kQ) 

0 

10 
100 
0 
10 
100 

C2 
(nF) 

4.7 
4.7 
4.7 
100 
100 
100 

CB 

(nF) 

4.7 
4.7 
4.7 
100 
100 
100 

C4 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Cs 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C6 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

C7 
(nF) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Figure 5.26: Common mode caps with slope resistors 

The results shown in Figure 5.26 demonstrate a few things. First, the 100 nF 

common capacitors have no ringing in them. The emissions for the 4.7 nF capacitors is 
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the lowest with no slope resistor. This result is backwards from what was shown with 

just the slope resistors by themselves. Apparently, with both the common mode 

capacitors and the slope resistors, the magnitude of emissions is reduced as the slope 

resistor value decreases. Strangely, the 100 nF common mode capacitors have a very 

large low frequency emissions magnitude for the lOK and lOOK slope resistor value. 

This effect is due to the windowing ofthe signal when the transformation to the 

frequency domain was done. There is a direct relationship to the shape ofthe spectrum 

of a signal and the time domain signal used. If two time domain signals do not match up, 

then the spectrums will be very different, like the plots in Figure 5.26. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The original goal of tiie project was to categorize and quantify the effects of 

certain variations of this particular CAN system configuration. It was shown from the 

simulations that there is a relationship between the amount of energy in the VQC spectrum 

and the radiated energy. It was shown that the more energy from the VQC signal, the 

more emissions there were. The variables that affect tiie VQC signal are tiie rise time, fall 

time and delay of each signal. The major contributor to the increase in the VQC energy 

spectrum is an increase in the delay between the two signals. The actual rise time has 

little effect on the amount of energy in the spectrum. The rise time contributes to the 

spectrum mostly when compared to its opposite fall time. For example, the rise time of 

the CANH signal versus the fall time ofthe CANL signal. The mismatch between these 

two elements has the biggest impact on emissions relative to the rise and fall times. 

When comparing the two, rise and fall times to the delay time, the delay time contributes 

almost four times as much per difference to the emissions. To reduce emissions without 

using extemal components, a designer would want to focus on the delay mismatch 

between the two signals over the rise and fall time mismatch. 

While this approach would reduce the emissions, there are practical limitations to 

how accurately a device can be manufactured to have matching signals. When this limit 

is met, using extemal components is the next best way to reduce the emissions. It was 

show in the simulations that a smaller VQC signal would resutt in lower emissions. This 

can be accomplished using a common mode capacitor, as shown by the results ofthe 
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single device tests in Figure 5.19. There is a drastic change in the VQC variation as the 

common mode capacitor gets larger. Additionally, the effect the common mode capacitor 

has on the signaling rate is virtually negligible. This solution has the most benefit for the 

least amount parasitic effects. However, the lab data collected contradicts this 

conclusion. The emissions measurements show that the emissions are increased by 

increasing the common mode capacitor. This contradiction means that there are more 

variables affecting the system than accounted for in the simulation and theory used to 

evaluate the expected effect ofthe common mode capacitors. One ofthe most dominant 

examples of this is the ringing that occurs on the signals. The second peak in the 

spectrum graphs occur at the ringing frequency. Future work on the simulation should 

include a way to induce ringing. Also, further evaluation ofthe system may lead to an 

understanding of where the ringing came from and how to correct it. With the ringing on 

the signals, the validity ofthe data is questionable. Also, it would be insightful to the 

general understanding ofthe system to vary the load termination values to evaluate the 

effect the load mismatch has on the emissions. To summarize, even though the lab data 

contradicts the expected results, the two most significant factors in lowering the 

emissions is the signal delay time mismatch and the addition ofthe common mode 

capacitor. 
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APPENDIX A 

IMPORTANT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Al Agilent model 54845A Oscilloscope: 

Table A.1: Important oscilloscope electrical specifications [37] 

Oscilloscope Specifications: 

Maximum Sample Rate 
Real Time 

Maximum Sample Rate 
Equivalent Time 

Memory Depth 

Filters 

Analog Bandwidth 

Rise Time 

Input Impedance 

2 channel mode: 8 GSa/s 

4 chaimel mode: 4 GSa/s 

500 Gsa/s 

2 channel mode: 65,536 points 

4 channel mode: 32,768 points 

9-bit Bandwddtii Limit filter: BW = (Sampling Rate)/20 

1.5 GHz 

50W: 233ps 

1 MW ± 1% (-12 pf), or SOW ± 1.5% 

FFT: 

Frequency Range 

Freq. Accuracy 

Signal-to-noise ratio 

Window modes 

2-chaimeI: dc to 4 GHz (Sample Rate/2) 

4-chaimel: dc to 2 GHz (Sample Rate/2) 

(1/2 frequency resolution)+(7xl0-5)(signal frequency) 

70 dB at 32k memory deptii 

Hanning, Flattop, Rectangular 
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A2: Sonoma 310: 

Table A.2 Low-noise amplifier specifications [38] 

Sonoma 310 Low Noise Amplifier 

Bandvyddth 

Gain 

Gain Flatness 

9kHz -1 GHz 

32.5 ± 1.5 dB 

42V/V 

± 0.5 dB max. 

-3dB 

at 100 MHz 

non-inverting, 50Q load 

25 kHz - 800 MHz 

36 

•o 
c 
to 
O 

32 

2o 

( 

Frequency Response 

) 0.5 

Frequency [GHz] 

1 

Figure A.1: Low noise amplifier gain versus frequency graph [38] 
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A3 HP 11940A and 11941A close-field probes: 

The probes operate with simple loop stmctures. The loops operate based on 

Faraday's induction law [39]. This states that the output voltage of a single turn loop is 

proportional to the time rate of change ofthe total magnetic flux passing through the loop 

[39]. Figure A.2 illusfrates this property. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

B = Bo FO<,V)e''»f 

Y 

? vout 

VOUt §T: r B . dS 
9̂  J surface 

if |B| is uniform over s 

vout - OJS |B | = a)/iS |H| 

Figure A.2: Faraday's induction law [39] 

As mentioned before, the probe actually operates with two loops. Figure A.2 

shows the magnetic loop orientation [39]. The probe is designed to measure the incident 

magnetic flux [39]. 
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MAGNETIC LOOP OmENTATION 

Figure A.3: Magnetic loop orientation [39] 

The voltages from these two loops are feed into a balun stmcture [39]. The balun 

stmcture improves the performance ofthe probe but infroduces additional losses [39]. 

These losses are taken into account in the relationship between the continuous wave 

magnetic field intensity at the probe tip and the output voltage [39]. This relationship is 

called the antenna factor (AF) ofthe probe [39]. Figure A.4 illusfrates this effect. Each 

probe has its own frequency dependent anteima factor [39]. 

/ 
'L00P1 

\ 
'LOOP 2 

Balun 

(LOSSK) vout 

vout = KowS |H| 

H I 1 r «̂  1 
vout I = Ko>MoS f B _ m _ 

Antenna 
Factor 

(AR 

Figure A.4: Antenna factor from the balun stmcture [39] 
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APPENDIX B 

EMISSIONS SIMULATION MATLAB CODE 

"o Jason Slayton 
% Graduate Research - Texas Tech University - PSPE 
% March 2004 
"o This is the final version ofthe antenna simulation program used to 
°o Calculate the Radiated Electric Field Intensity ofthe given test set-up. 
% File name: Antenna Simulation Final.m 

close all; 
clear all; 
clc; 
wanting off all; 

% 

% Closes all open figure windows 
% Clears all variables in workspace 
% Clears command window 
% Tums off all warnings from appearing in the command window 

% 
% % The Following Values are adjustable - They define the signals 

% - — 

SR = 500; 
S =10000; 
n = 5; 
Vcm = 2.5; 
Rt - 120; 

% CANH: 
TD1H = 0; 
flH =45; 
rtH =35; 

% CANL: 
TD1L = 5; 
ftL =55; 
rtL = 50; 

% CANH 
VLH = Vcm; 
VHH = 3.5; 

% Signaling Rate (kBps) - Both CANH & CANL 
% Number of Sample points to use in one period 
% Number of periods to use 
% Common mode Voltage (V) 
% Termination Resistance (ohms) 

% Time Delay (ns) - CANH 
%FaUTime (ns) - CANH 
% Rise Time (ns)-CANH 

% Time Delay (ns) - CANL 
% Fall Time (ns) - CANL 
% Rise Time (ns)-CANL 

% Lower voltage limit (V) - CANH 
% Upper Voltage Limit (V) - CANH 
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«'o CANL 
VLL = 1.5; % Lower voltage limit (V) - CANL 
VHL = Vcm; % Upper Voltage Limit (V) - CANL 

% — % 

% Variable Conversions: % 
% 0 

% Don't adjust these values - the\ convert the signal information 
°o into the correct units 

T = 2/(SR* 10'̂ 3); % Period of Signal (s) - Don't Change 
w = (2/T)*pi; % Fundamental Frequency (radians) 
Fs = S/T; % Sampling Frequency (Hz) 
N = Fs*n*T; % Number of samples 

TDH = TD 1H* 10^(-9): % Time Delay (s) - CANH 
tfH = ftH*10^(-9); % Fall Time (s)-CANH 
frH = rtH*10^(-9); % Rise Time (s)-CANH 

TDL = TDlL*10^(-9); % Time Delay (s) - CANL 
tfl. = ftL*10^(-9); % Fall Time (s) - CANL 
trL = rtL*10^(-9); % Rise Time (s)-CANL 

% Time limits for signals (CANH & CANL): 

AH - TDH; AL = TDL; % Delay 
BH = frH + TDH; BL = tfL + TDL; % First Transition 
CH = .5*T + TDH; CL = .5*T + TDL; % First bit 
DH = .5*T + TDH + tfH; DL = .5*T + TDL + trL; % Second Transition 
EH = T; EL = T; % Second bit 

% Calculates the y-intercept for the various rise and fall signals 

% Calculates y-intercept for the rise time segment ofthe CANH Signal 
yintlH = ((VHH - VLH)/frH)*(-AH) + VLH 
% Calculates y-intercept for the fall time segment ofthe CANH Signal 
yint2H = ((VLH - VHH)/tfH)*(-CH) + VHH; 
% Calculates y-intercept for the fall time segment ofthe CANL Signal 
yintlL = ((VLL - VHL)/tff.)*(-AL) + VHL; 
% Calculates y-intercept for the rise time segment ofthe CANL Signal 
yint2L = ((VHL - VLL)/trL)*(-CL) + VLL; 
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% - % 
% Creates fiinctions (CANH. CANL. & Voc) using step functions % 
% % 

t = T/S:T/S:T: % Creates matrix of time, t, over the entire signal - CANH & CANL 

% Creates step function goes from 1 to 0 at time AH Delay time 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe rise time 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe first bit 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe fall time 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe second bit 

Y I H = fliplr(stepfim(t,EH-AH)); 
Y 2 H = stepfim(t,AH+T/(2*S)).*fliplr(stepfim(t,EH-BH)) 
Y 3 H = stepftm(t,BH+T/(2*S)).*fliplr(stepfrm(t,EH-CH)) 
Y 4 H = stepfim(t,CH+T/(2*S)).*fliplr(stepfiin(t,EH-DH)) 
Y 5 H = stepfim(t,DH+T/(S)); 

% Creates step fimction goes from 1 to 0 at time AL - Delay time 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe fall time 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe first bit 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe rise time 
% Creates pulse of amplitude 1 for the duration ofthe second bit 

Y I L = fliplr(stepfim(t,EL-AL)); 
Y 2 L = stepftm(t,AL+T/(2*S)).*fliplr(stepfim(t,EL-BL)); 
Y 3 L = stepfiin(t,BL+T/(2*S)).*fliplr(stepfim(t,EL-CL)); 
Y 4 L = stepftm(t,CL+T/(2*S)).*fliplr(stepfim(t,EL-DL)); 
Y 5 L = stepftin(t,DL+T/(S)); 

% Creates CANH Signal vector 
% Creates CANL Signal \'ector 

CANH = VLH*Y1H + (((l/trH)*(t)+yintlH).*Y2H) + ((VHH)*Y3H) + 
(-(t/tfff - yint2H).*Y4H) + VLH*Y5H; 

CANL = VHL*Y1L + (((-l/tfL)*(t)+yintlL).*Y2L) + ((VLL)*Y3L) + .. 
((t/trL + yint2L).*Y4L) + VHL*Y5L; 
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forq=l:l:lengtii(CANH) 
ifCANH(q)>VHH 

ifCANH(q+4)>3 
CANH(q) = VHH; 

else 
CANH(q) = Vcm; 

end 
elseifCANH(q)<Vcm 

ifCANH(q+4)<3 
CANH(q) = Vcm; 

else 
CANH(q) = VHH; 

end 
else 

CANH(q) = CANH(q); 
end 

"o This set of if statements is used to 
% insure that the signal does not have 
" 0 spikes w hen it transitions from one 
% time segment to the other and misses 
° 0 one sample point. Doesn't effect the 
% shape of specifications ofthe signal 

ifCANL(q)<VLL 
ifCANL(q+4)<2 

CANL(q) = VLL; 
else 

CANL(q) = Vcm; 
end 

elseif CANL(q) > Vcm 
ifCANL(q+4)>2 

CANL(q) = Vcm; 
else 

CANL(q) = VLL; 
end 

else 
CANL(q) = CANL (q); 

end 
end 

X = length(t); % Calculates the length ofthe signals that were just created 

for p = 2:1 :n % Begins for loop - executes 1 cycle for each period ofthe signal 
CANH((p-l)*x+l :p*x) = CANH(1 :x); % Creates Multiple (n) periods of CANH 
CANL((p-l)*x+l :p*x) = CANL(1 :x); % Creates Multiple (n) periods of CANL 

end "/o Ends the for loop 
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% Creates time vector (equal in length to CANH & CANL signals) 
t = T/S:T/S:lengtii(CANH)*T/S; 
Voc = (CANH + CANL)/2; % Creates Voc Signal 
CANH = CANH - Vcm; % Removes the DC offset from CANH signal 
CANL = CANL - Vcm; % Removes the DC offset from CANL signal 
Voc = Voc - Vcm; % Removes the DC offset from Voc signal 

% Clears variables to clean up workspace memory 
clear YIH Y2H Y3H Y4H Y5H YIL Y2L Y3L Y4L Y5L; 
clear YIH Y2H Y3H Y4H Y5H YIL Y2L Y3L Y4L Y5L; 
clear yintlH yint2H yintlL yint2L x; 
clear AH AL BH BL CH CL DH DL EH EL; 

% % 

% Calculates the Frequency Information - FFT % 
% % 

% FFT Calculations: 
FC ANH = fft(C ANH,N)/N; % Calculates the DFT of CANH 
FCANL = fft(CANL,N)/N; % Calculates the DFT of CANL 
FVoc = fift(Voc,N)/N; % Calculates the DFT of Voc 

% Calculates the Magnitude ofthe spectrum - CANH 
MagCANH(2:N/2) = 2*abs(FCANH(2:N/2)); 

% Calculates the Magnitude ofthe specti:iim - CANL 
MagCANL(2:N/2) = 2*abs(FCANL(2:N/2)); 

% Calculates the Magnitude ofthe spectrum - Voc 
MagVoc(2:N/2) = 2*abs(FVoc(2:N/2)); 

% Calculates the Phase angle ofthe Specttiim information - CANH 
PCANH(2:N/2) = angle(FCANH(2:N/2)); 

% Calculates the Phase angle ofthe Spectrum information - CANL 
PCANL(2:N/2) = angle(FCANL(2:N/2)); 

% Calculates the Phase angle ofthe Specttimi information - Voc 
PVoc(2:N/2) = angle(FVoc(2:N/2)); 
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frequency = 0:l:(N/2)-l; % The Frequency axis [l,2,3,...,N/2-l] 
frequency = frequency*(Fs/N); % Proper Frequency axis adjustments [250, 750, 1.25 ...] 

h = 100; % Number of harmonics to use = (h-1) 
for r = 0:1 :h-l % Beginning of Loop does 'h' executions 

p=r* 10+6; % Dummy \ ariable. used to mark correct points in vector 
freq2(rfl) = frequency(p); "o New frequency axis, only important frequencies 
CANHMag(r+l) = MagCANH(p); % Reduced magnittide vector 
CANLMag(r+l) = MagCANL(p); ô Reduced magnitude vector 
VocMag(ri-l) = MagVoc(p); "b Reduced magnitude 
CANHP(r+l) =PCANH(p); % Reduced Phase vector 
CANLP(H-l) =PCANL(p); % Reduced Phase vector 
VocP(r4-l) = PVoc(p); % Reduced Phase 

end % End of Loop 

CANH = CANH + Vcm; % Adds the DC offset 
CANL = CANL + Vcm; % Adds the DC offset 

% Plots CANH & CANL, Time and Frequency Domain Voc Signal 
figure(l); 
bdwddth = 4; topbdwidth = 30; set(0,'l fnits','pi\cls'); scnsize = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
posl = [2*bdwidth,60*bdwidth,.75*scnsize(3) - bdwidth,scnsize(4) - ... 
(topbdwidtii + 60*bdwidtii)]; 
set(gcf,'name'.'Time and Frequency Domain Voc Signals',... 
' MenuBar'.'none','NumberTitle','off ,'Position',pos 1); 
subplot('Position',[.l .72 .865 .23]);plot(t*1000000,CANH,'LineWidth',2); 
hold on; plot(t*1000000,CANL,'r','LineWidth',2); hold off; 
titie({'CANH and CANL Signals'},'loiitNaiTie','times','Fontsize',10,'F()ntweight','bold'); 
xlabel({'Time(\mus)'},'FontName','times','Fontsize',10); 
ylabel({'Voltage(V)'},'F(>ntNanie','times','I'onisize',10,'Fontweight','bold'); 
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','\MinorTick','()n'); 
grid on; xlim([0 10.2]); ylim([l 4]); 
subplotCPosition',[.l .39 .865 .23]); plot(t* 1000000,Voc+Vcm,'LineWidth',2); 
title({'V_O_CSignal'},'FontName','times','Fontsize',10,Tont\\ei!iht','bold'); 
xlabel({Time (\mus)'},'FontName','tinKsVI ontsize',10); 
ylabel({'Voltage(V)'},'FontName','times'.'Fontsize',10,'F(mt\\eight','bold'); 
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','yMinorTick','on'); 
grid on; xlim([0 10.2]); ylim([1.5 3.5]); 
subplot('Position',[.l .06 .865 .23]); stem(freq2/1000000,VocMag); 
title({'SpectmmofV_0_C Signal'j,'I ontName','dmes','Fontsi/c',10,'Fontweitiht'.'bokr); 
xlabel({'Frequency(MHz)'},'F.>iitName','times','Fontsize'.10); 
ylabel({'Magnitude'},'F(mtName','times','Fontsi7c'.10,'Fontwei!iht'.'bold'); 
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','yMinorTick'.'on'); 

xlim([0 30]); ylim([0 .02]); 
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sfrl(l)={'c ANH'l; 
sfrl(2) = {[int2sfr(rtH),' ns'] |; 
sfrl(3)={[int2sfr(ftH),'iis']!; 
sfrl(4)= {[int2sfr(TDlH),' ns']}: 
text(27,.0155,sfrl,'llorizontalAIignment','ccn(ci'); 
sfr2(l)={'(;ANL'|; 
sfr2(2) = ([int2sfr(rtL),' ns'] j ; 
sfr2(3) = {[int2sfr(ftL).'iis']!; 
sfr2(4) = {[int2sfr(TDlL).' ns'] |; 
text(28.75„0155,sfr2,'UorizontalAliL:iimcn('.'Lciiici'); 
sfr3(2)={'Risc'i; 
sfr3(3)={'Fair}; 
sfr3(4)= {'Delay']: 
text(26,.0161,sfr3,'HorizontalAlignment','riglit'); 
% filename = ['VocSignal; CANH - tr = '.int2str(rtH),'. tf = ',int2str(ftH), ... 
' TD = •.int2str(TDlH).' CANL - tr = '.int2str(rtL).' ft = ',int2str(ftL). ... 
'TD = '.int2str(TDlL)]; 
% saveas( gcf.filename.'bmp'); 

0 0 0 / 0 / 
Q „ yoyo 

° o" 0 Creates each Antenna segment %% 
%% %% 

% The Output from this section is two variables. The distance from each 
% antenna segment to the probe, R, and also the angle of each vector from 
% the anterma segment to the probe. This variable is called Angle. 

L = 2; % Antenna Length (m) 
r = 1; % Distance of probe to w ire (antenna) (m) 
d = .1; % Distance from actual wire to imaged wire (m) 
clear p; % clears variable 'p' so that it can be used for a loop counter 

for p = 1:1:90 
LI =.01; L2 = .001; L3 = .0001; 
bl = L/2-(((2*p-l)*Ll)/2); b2 = L/2-(((2*p-l)*L2)/2 + .9); 
b3 = L/2-(((2*p-l)*L3)/2 + .99); 
wl(p) = sqrt(r^2 + b r 2 ) ; tla(p) = atan(r/bl); 
w2(p) = sqrt(r^2 + b2^2); t2(p) = atan(r/b2); 
w3(p) = sqrt(r'^2 + b3^2); t3(p) = atan(r/b3); 
w5(p) = sqrt(r^2 + bl^2 + d^2); t5(p) = atan(sqrt(r^2 + d^2)/bl); 
w6(p) = sqrt(r^2 + b2^2 + d^2); t6(p) = atan(sqrt(r^2 + d^2)/b2); 

w7(p) = sqrt(r^2 + b3^2 + d^2); t7(p) = atan(sqrt(r^2 + d^2)/b3); 

end 
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for p = 1:1:99 
L4 = .00001; 
b4 = L/2-(((2*p-l)*L4)/2 + .999); 
w4(p) = sqrt(r^2 + b4^2); t4(p) = atan(r/b4); 
w8(p) = sqrt(r^2 + b4^2 + d^2); t8(p) = atan(sqrt(r^2 + d^2)/b4); 

end 

W l = zeros(l,369); 
Wl(l:90) = wl; 
Wl(91:180) = w2; 
Wl(181:270) = w3; 
Wl(271:end) = w4; 
W2 = fliplr(Wl); 

W3 = zeros( 1,369); 
W3(l:90) = w5; 
W3(91:180) = w6; 
W3(181:270) = w7; 
W3(271:end) = w8; 
W4 = fliplr(W3); 

P = zeros( 1,369); 
P(l:90) = .01:.01:.9; 
P(91:180) = .901:.001:.99; 
P(l 81:270) = .9901 :.0001 :.999; 
P(271:end) = .99901:.00001:.99999; 
PI = fliplr(P); 

Angle(l:369) = Ang; 
Angle(370) = 90; 
Angle(371:739) = Ang2; 
Angle = flipfr( Angle); 

Angle2(l:369) = Ang3; 
Angle2(370) = 90; 
Angle2(371:739) = Ang4; 
Angle2 = flipfr(Angle2); 

P2(1:369) = P; 
P2(370)=l; 
P2(371:739) = (1-P1)+1; 

Ang = zeros( 1,369); 
Ang(l:90) = tla*180/pi; 
Ang(91:180) = t2*180/pi; 
Ang(181:270) = t3*180/pi; 
Ang(271:end) = t4*180/pi; 
Ang2 = 180-fliplr(Ang); 

Ang3 =zeros(l,369); 
Ang3(l:90) = t5*180/pi; 
Ang3(91:180) = t6*180/pi; 
Ang3(181:270) = t7*180/pi; 
Ang3(271:end) = t8*180/pi; 
Ang4 = 180-fliplr(Ang3); 

dla = zeros(l,369); 
dla(l:90) = Ll; 
dla(91:180) = L2; 
dla(181:270) = L3; 
dla(271:end) = L4; 
dlb = flipfr(dla); 

R1(1:369) = W1; 
Rl(370) = r; 
R1(371:739) = W2; 

R2(1:369) = W3; 
R2(370) = sqrt(r^2 + d^2); 
R2(371:739) = W4; 

dl(l:369) = dla; 
dl(370) = L4; 
dl(371:739) = dlb; 
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% Plots the Relationship ofthe wire segment location and the vector R and angle theta. 

figure(4); 
bdwidtii = 4; topbdwidth = 30; set(0,'Units','pixels'); scnsize = get(0,'ScaenSi/L'); 
posl = [2*bdwidth,60*bdwidth,.75*scnsize(3) - bdwidth,scnsize(4) - .. 
(topbdwidth + 60*bdwidth)]; 
set(gcf,'name'.'Relationship of R and Angle to location of antenna segment', ... 
'MenuBar'.'none'.'NumberTitle'.'off.'Position'.posl); 

subplot(2,I.l);plot(P2,Rl,'b','LineWidth',1.5); 
hold on; plot(P2,R2,'r'.'LineWidth", 1.5); hold off; 
title(['Distance from Probe to Antenna - R, where r = ' int2sfr(r* 1000),'mm'], ... 
'FontName','times','Fontsize',14,'Fontweighf,'bold'); 
xlabel('LengthofWire(m)'.'FontName','times','Fontsi/L',12,'Fontweight','bold'); 
ylabel('R Distance (m)','FontName'.'times','Fontsizc',12,'F()ntweight','bold'); 
xlim([0 2]); ylim([0 1.5]); grid on; 
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','\ Minor Tick','on'); 
set(gca,'FontName','times','Fontsi/c',10,'FontweJL'ht','bold'); 
h = legendCActual Wire','\ irtual Wire',4); 

subplot(2,l,2);plot(P2,Angle,'b','LineWidth',1.5); 
hold on; plot(P2,Angle2,'r','LineWidth', 1.5); hold off; 
titie(['Angle from Probe to Antenna \theta, where r = ' int2sfr(r* 1000),'iTim'], ... 
'FontName'.'times','Fontsize',14,'Foni\\cighi','bold'); 
xIabel('LengthofWire(m)','FontName','times','Fontsize',12,'Font\\eiyht','bold'); 
ylabel('Angle(\theta)','FontName','times','Fontsize',12,'Fontueight','hold'); 
ylim([0 180]); grid on; xlim([0 2]); 
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','}MinorTiek','on'); 
set(gca,'FontName','times','Fontsic',10,'Fontweight','bold'); 
h = legendCActual W ire','\ irtual Wire',1); 
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%% %% 

%"o Antenna Equations %% 
%% - - - % % 

c = 299792458; % The speed of Light 
B = 2*pi*freq2/c; % Phase constant 
m = 120*pi; % Free air medium impedance 

% Calculates Er and Ft \'alues (both antennas): 

for z = 1:1 :lengtii(freq2) 
foru= l:l:lengtii(Rl) 

Erl(u) = (VocMag(z)/Rt)*((60*dl(u)*cos(Angle(u)*pi/180))/(Rl(u)^2))* ... 
(l+l/a*B(z)*Rl(u)));%*(cos(B(z)*Rl(u))-j*sin(B(z)*Rl(u))); 

Er2(u) = (VocMag(z)/Rt)*((60*dl(u)*cos(Angle2(u)*pi/180))/(R2(u)^2))* ... 
(l+l/(j*B(z)*R2(u)));%*(cos(B(z)*R2(u))-j*sin(B(z)*R2(u))); 

Etl(u) = (VocMag(z)/Rt)*(j*30*dl(u)*B(z)*sin(Angle(u)*pi/180)/(Rl(u)))* . 
(l+l/(j*B(z)*Rl(u))-l/(j*B(z)*Rl(u))^2);%*(cos(B(z)*Rl(u))-... 
j*sin(B(z)*Rl(u))); 

Et2(u) = (VocMag(z)/Rt)*(j*30*dl(u)*B(z)*sin(Angle2(u)*pi/l 80)/(R2(u)))* 
(l+l/(j*B(z)*R2(u))-l/G*B(z)*R2(u))^2);%*(cos(B(z)*R2(u))- ... 
j*sin(B(z)*R2(u))); 

ErT(u) = abs(Erl(u)) + abs(Er2(u)); 
EtT(u) = abs(Etl(u)) + abs(Et2(u)); 

end 
ER(z) = sum(ErT)/10^9; 
ET(z) = sum(EtT)/10^9; 

end 

Etotal(q/5,(l :lengtii(freq2))) = sqrt(abs(ER(l :lengtii(freq2))).^2 + ... 
abs(ET(l :length(freq2))).^2); 

figure(3); 
bdwddth = 4; topbdwidth = 30; set(0,'Units','pixels'); scnsize = get(0,'ScreenSi/e'); 
posl = [2*bdwidth,60*bdwidth,.75*scnsize(3) - bdwidth,scnsize(4) - ... 
(topbdwidth + 60*bdwidtii)]; 
set(gcf,'name', 'Emissions vs Frequency ', ... 
'MenuBar','none','NumberTitle','off,'Position',posl); 

stem(freq2/1000000,Etotal,'b'); grid on; xlim([0 30]); ylim([0 1.05*max(Etotal)]); 
titie(['Emissions vs Frequency where r = ' int2sfr(r),'m'], . . 
'FontName'.'times','Fontsi/e',14,'lontwei-jhi','bold'); 
xlabel('Frequency(MHz)'.'FontName','times','Foiiisi/c',12,'Fontweight','b..|J'); 
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ylabeI('Total Magnitudc','FontNanic','tinics','Fontsi/c',12,'FontweiL!hl','bold'); 
set(gca,'\Minorfick'.'on'.'\MinorTKk'.\)n'); 
set(gca,'FontName'.'tiincs','Fontsize',10,'i'onl\\ciL!hl','bold'); 

sfrl(l)= {'CANH'!; 
sfrl(2) = {[int2sfr(rtH),' ns']}; 
sfrl(3) = {[int2sfr(ftH),' ns']}; 
sfrl(4) = {[int2sfr(TDlH),' ns']}; 
text(26.5,.95*max(Etotal),sfrl,'HorizontalAlignment'.'center'); 
sfr2(l)= ('CANL'}; 
sfr2(2)= {[int2sfr(rtL),' ns']}; 
sfr2(3) = {[int2sfr(ftL),' ns']}; 
sfr2(4) = {[int2sfr(TDlL),' ns']}; 
text(28.75,.95*max(Etotal),sfr2,'HorizontalAlienment','center'); 
sfr3(2)={'Risc'}; 
sfr3(3)={'Fall'}; 
sfr3(4)={'Deki)'}; 
text(25,.962*max(Etotal),sfr3,'HorizontalAlignment','righr); 
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